An image model and segmentation algorithm for reflectance confocal images of in vivo cervical tissue.
The automatic segmentation of nuclei in confocal reflectance images of cervical tissue is an important goal toward developing less expensive cervical precancer detection methods. Since in vivo confocal reflectance microscopy is an emerging technology for cancer detection, no prior work has been reported on the automatic segmentation of in vivo confocal reflectance images. However, prior work has shown that nuclear size and nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio can determine the presence or extent of cervical precancer. Thus, segmenting nuclei in confocal images will aid in cervical precancer detection. Successful segmentation of images of any type can be significantly enhanced by the introduction of accurate image models. To enable a deeper understanding of confocal reflectance microscopy images of cervical tissue, and to supply a basis for parameter selection in a classification algorithm, we have developed a model that accounts for the properties of the imaging system and of the tissues. Using our model in conjunction with a powerful image enhancement tool (anisotropic median-diffusion), appropriate statistical image modeling of spatial interactions (Gaussian Markov random fields), and a Bayesian framework for classification-segmentation, we have developed an effective algorithm for automatically segmenting nuclei in confocal images of cervical tissue. We have applied our algorithm to an extensive set of cervical images and have found that it detects 90% of hand-segmented nuclei with an average of 6 false positives per frame.